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Abstract
In recent years, algorithms for multiple object tracking
tasks have benefited from great progresses in deep models
and video quality. However, in challenging scenarios like
drone videos, they still suffer from problems, such as small
objects, camera movements and view changes. In this paper, we propose a new multiple object tracker, which employs Global Information And some Optimizing strategies,
named GIAOTracker. It consists of three stages, i.e., online tracking, global link and post-processing. Given detections in every frame, the first stage generates reliable tracklets using information of camera motion, object motion and
object appearance. Then they are associated into trajectories by exploiting global clues and refined through four
post-processing methods. With the effectiveness of the three
stages, GIAOTracker achieves state-of-the-art performance
on the VisDrone MOT dataset and wins the 2nd place in the
VisDrone2021 MOT Challenge.
Keywords Multiple object tracking · Drone videos ·
Multi-stages

1. Introduction
Drones (or general UAVs) equipped with cameras have
been widely applied to various fields, e.g., agriculture, meteorology, aerial photography, fast delivery and surveillance
[1]. Consequently, drone video understanding is receiving
increasingly attention. Multiple Object Tracking (MOT),
which aims to identify and track one or multiple categories
of objects, is the key component in autonomous drone systems. However, it suffers from problems, including large
number of small objects by aerial capturing, irregular object motion, camera movements, variant views, occlusion
from trees and bridges, etc. It is more complex and difficult
to solve these problems than those in camera fixed scenarios, e.g., surveillance videos, which makes MOT in drone
videos still a challenging task.

In this paper, we present a comprehensive framework
with global information and optimizing strategies for MultiClass Multi-Object Tracking (MCMOT) in drone videos,
named GIAOTracker. To alleviate detection noises, a new
feature storage and update strategy EMA Bank is proposed to maintain both variant feature states and information of feature changes simultaneously. As for object motion modeling, linear Kalman filter algorithm is widely used
[7, 47, 69, 71, 79], which simply sets a uniform measurement noise scale to all objects without considering detection
quality. To obtain more accurate motion state, we propose
a Noise Scale Adaptive Kalman algorithm (NSA Kalman)
which adaptively modulates the noise scale according to the
quality of object detection.
Trajectory global information plays an important role in
solving the fracture problem. Global information is not well
exploited in many recent MOT works [7–9, 69, 71, 73, 79].
Instead, we introduce a global link stage to associate tracklets into trajectories. Specifically, to reduce noises caused
by occlusion and view changes, we propose a novel tracklet
appearance feature extractor GIModel (Global Information
model), which extracts both global and part spatial features
in each frame and fuses them with a self-attention based
temporal modeling block for more robust representation.
For MCMOT task in complex scenes, e.g., UAV videos,
reasonable post-processing strategies could greatly improve
the tracking performance. However, only a few works focus on the post-processing procedure [2, 16, 51]. To refine
tracking results in a more comprehensive way, we propose
to use four post-processing methods. To remove redundant
trajectories caused by duplicate detections, a temporal-IoU
based NMS (Non-Maximum Suppression) between two trajectories is used. Then, missing detections are interpolated
linearly into the trajectory gaps as in TPM [51]. Considering that longer trajectories tend to be more accurate, we use
a length-dependent coefficient to rescore trajectories frame
by frame. Last but not least, to the best of our knowledge, few works explore the fusion strategy for the MOT
task. Inspired by SoftNMS [11], we introduce TrackNMS to
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fuse different tracking results, which significantly improves
tracking performance.
On the VisDrone MOT test-challenge dataset, GIAOTracker achieves 52.55 mAP with detections generated by
DetectoRS [53]. After fusing two tracking results (46.66
mAP & 52.55 mAP), we achieve 54.18 mAP and win the
2nd place in the VisDrone2021 MOT Challenge. Furthermore, with annotation detections as the input, our tracking performance improves by 92.4% (from 43.12 to 82.97
mAP) on the test-dev dataset, which proves the effectiveness of our tracking framework.
The main contributions of this article are summarized as
follows:

ods usually behave better and faster than SDE in common
applications. Whereas, they would fail when applied to
more sophisticated scenarios.
In this paper, in light of the complexity of drone videos,
our GIAOTracker follows the SDE paradigm. It allows us
to train the detector independently, which could generate
more accurate localization and classification results than
JDE paradigm.

2.2. Online and Offline

2. Related works

We could also divide MOT methods into online tracking and offline tracking methods on whether using global
information. Online methods perform association on the
fly without knowledge of future information [7–9, 69, 71,
73, 79]. Most recent MOT methods are online and achieve
state-of-the-art performance. Besides, compared with offline methods, online tracking has more application scenarios, e.g., real-time tracking system. Offline methods, on the
other hand, are allowed to employ future frames and tend to
result in better tracking quality [26, 33, 42, 49, 66, 67].
Inspired by the hierarchical data association strategy
[34, 75], our GIAOTracker includes three stages: online
tracking, global link and post-processing. The first stage
(GIAOTracker-Online) performs online tracking to generate reliable tracklets and the second stage associates them
into trajectories with global information. This hierarchical framework gives a tradeoff between accuracy and flexibility, as one could only apply GIAOTracker-Online for
those online tracking scenarios, or use the full GIAOTracker
method for better performance. Moreover, the global link
and post-processing stages are both plug-and-play, which
can be plugged into any existing MOT frameworks easily.

2.1. SDE and JDE

2.3. MOT in Drone

Most recent MOT methods could be classified into two
categories: “Separate Detection and Embedding (SDE)”
and “Joint Detection and Embedding (JDE)” [69]. SDE,
which is also termed as tracking-by-detection [7, 20, 37,
45, 52, 68, 71, 73], consists of the following two steps:
1) detection, in which all objects are localized and classified in sequences [3, 10, 13, 27, 28, 54–57, 65]; 2) association, where detections belonging to the same object
are associated by assigning the same ID [12, 14, 15, 17,
22, 34, 38, 44, 46, 74, 76, 78]. SDE strategy optimizes
detection and embedding separately, which is more flexible and suitable for complex scenarios. However, it tends
to cost much time in inference. Instead, JDE incorporates
detection model and embedding into a unified framework
[6, 23, 39, 48, 50, 60, 63, 69, 79, 82]. It typically modifies detectors, e.g., Faster R-CNN [57], CenterNet [83],
YOLOv3 [56] by adding a predictor [6, 29, 77, 82] or an
embedding branch [69, 79] and leverages them to implement detection and tracking jointly. Generally, JDE meth-

MOT in drone videos is a challenging task due to
small objects, camera movements, variant views, etc. VisDrone2018 dataset is proposed in [84], which focuses on
core problems in computer vision. VisDrone-VDT2018
[85], VisDrone-MOT2019 [70] and VisDrone-MOT2020
[21] propose abundant methods which greatly improve the
ability of intelligent system to understand drone videos.
V-IOU Tracker [9] improves IOU Tracker [8] by visual
tracking [31, 35] to continue a track if no detection is available, which achieves state-of-the-art performance at high
processing speeds in VisDrone-VDT2018 Challenge. However, it doesn’t take camera movements into account and
global information is not well exploited. Thus, we use ORB
[58] and RANSAC [24] to deal with camera movements
and leverage a novel tracklet feature extractor GIModel to
implement associations among tracklets. HMTT [47] provides a hierarchical multi-target tracker based on detection
for drone vision, where four stages are proposed to deal
with multiple problems like variant views, unreliable detec-

• For MCMOT in drone videos, we present a comprehensive framework with global information and some
optimizing strategies (GIAOTracker), which consists
of three stages, i.e., online tracking, global link and
post-processing.
• We propose EMA Bank strategy and NSA Kalman algorithm, which aim at more accurate and robust association.
• We introduce a tracklet feature extractor GIModel,
which extracts frame-level global-part features and
then fuses them with a self-attention based temporal
modeling block.
• We explore a series of reasonable and effective postprocessing strategies, including trajectory denoising,
detection box interpolation, trajectory re-scoring and
tracking model fusion.
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Figure 1. Overview of our proposed GIAOTracker pipeline for MCMOT

tions and missing detections. But it pays little attention on
post-processing. In contrast, we highlight the importance of
post-processing procedure and apply four methods to refine
tracking results. COFE [2] proposes a coarse-to-fine tracking framework to reduce the classification noises and wins
the first place in VisDrone-MOT2020 Challenge. We improve it by replacing the “hard-vote” mechanism with “softvote” and employing global information to further improve
tracking performance.

3. Method
We aim at MCMOT in drone videos in a hierarchical data association way. Figure 1 illustrates our GIAOTracker framework built upon SDE paradigm, which consists of three stages, i.e., online tracking, global link and
post-processing.

3.1. Online Tracking
DeepSORT [71] is a typical and strong MOT algorithm
following tracking-by-detection paradigm, which generates
detections first and then associates them with object motion
information and appearance features (top in Figure 2). Particularly, all modules in DeepSORT, i.e. detector, Kalman
and feature extractor, are plug-and-play, which allows flexibility to improve it. Consequently, the online tracking stage
of our GIAOTracker applies DeepSORT as baseline. Figure 2 shows the comparison between DeepSORT and our
GIAOTracker-Online. Taking sequences as input, we use
DetectoRS [53] to generate detections {bt }Tt=1 frame by
frame and then link them into tracklets {tln }N
n=1 . To deal
with camera movement, we utilize ORB [58] and RANSAC
[24] to fastly align inter-frame images. Then we improve
the baseline from two aspects, i.e., object appearance and
object motion. In order to obtain more robust appearance

features, we replace the simple feature extractor in DeepSORT with OSNet [81] and train it on VisDrone dataset. A
new feature storage and update strategy EMA Bank is proposed to achieve more accurate association between tracklets and detections.
EMA Bank. There exist two mainstream feature storage
and update approaches. DeepSORT [71] implements a feature bank to store raw features of previous Lb detections
and use them to calculate the minimum cosine distance
with detection features. For tracklet tli , its feature bank
is F Bi = {fit }Tt=1 , where fit is the raw detection feature. Such mechanism maintains variant feature states of
one tracklet and is robust to sudden changes of object appearance. However, simply using raw features is sensitive
to detection noises. Instead, JDE/FairMOT [69, 79] use an
EMA (Exponential Moving Average) feature update strategy, in which only one feature is maintained for every tracklet. For tracklet tli , its feature state ei is updated by:
  \bm {e_i^t}=\alpha \bm {e_i^{t-1}}+(1-\alpha ) \bm {f_i^t} \label {XX} 

(1)

where fit is the appearance embedding of the detection in
frame t and α is the momentum term. This incremental feature update strategy leverages the information of inter-frame
feature changes and could depress detection noises. To integrate the advantages of both approaches above, we explore
an intuitive method, named EMA Bank. For tracklet tli , its
bank is EBi = {eti }Tt=1 , where eti is calculated by equation
(1). The proposed EMA Bank simultaneously takes multiframe information and inter-frame change information into
account, which is more suitable for complex scenarios.
In online tracking framework, motion prediction is another key module, in which Kalman filter [36] is commonly
used. For vehicle objects, we apply Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) algorithm [64] which is more robust for nonlinear
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Figure 2. Comparision between DeepSORT (baseline) and GIAOTracker-Online (ours).

motion. We also propose a modified Kalman filter algorithm named NSA Kalman Filter, which could adaptively
modulate the noise scale during the state update procedure.

larger noise scale means a smaller weight of the measurement during state update step, since its larger uncertainty. In
Kalman algorithm [36], the noise scale is a constant matrix.
However, intuitively different measurement contains different scales of noise. In substance, measurement noise scale
should vary with detection confidence. Therefore, we propose a formula to adaptively calculate the noise covariance,
named NSA noise covariance R̃k :
  \tilde R_k = (1 - c_k) R_k \label {a} 

NSA Kalman. In DeepSORT, Kalman filter based on linear motion hypothesis is used to model objects motion. It
consists of state estimation step and state update step. In
the first step, Kalman filter produces estimates of current
state variables, along with their uncertainties. Then these
estimates are updated with a weighted average of the estimated state and the measurement. Specifically, it uses the
measurement noise covariance R∗ to represent the measurement (i.e., detections in the current frame) noise scale. A

(2)

where Rk is the preset constant measurement noise covariance and ck is the detection confidence score at state k. The
whole state update of our NSA Kalman filter is shown in the
Algorithm 1, where the NAS step is marked with a red dotted box. Experimental results show that it significantly improves the tracking performance, though our NAS Kalman
is simple (Table 1).
Rough2Fine. We adopt soft voting method to classify
tracklets for GIAOTracker-Online. It’s well known that
some object categories are difficult to distinguish in VisDrone, e.g., car & van. Therefore, instead of tracking different categories independently, we follow the Coarse-toFine pipeline in COFE [2] and improve it with a “soft-vote”
mechanism (named Rough2Fine). As in COFE, we first
implement rough-class tracking and then determine fine
classes of trajectories with voting mechanism. Different
from the “hard-vote” in COFE, our “soft-vote” mechanism
assigns multiple classes to a single trajectory, in which the
voting weight is positively correlated with confidence score.
Experiments show that “soft-vote” is more robust to classification errors than “hard-vote” (Table 1).
Based on the above camera correction, object motion
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prediction and appearance feature processing strategies, we
associate object detections to form reliable tracklets in an
online tracking way. Though it has improved the baseline
by a large margin, we argue that future information is not
exploited by our GIAOTracker-Online, so its performance
is still limited. In the next section, we’ll introduce a global
link algorithm which links tracklets into trajectories by employing global information.

3.2. Global link
Global link stage links short tracklets to long trajectories
based on Hungarian algorithm [40]. In order to make full
use of global information for tracklet association, we integrate appearance and spatio-temporal distances of tracklets
into a single matching cost for Hungarian algorithm. In this
section, we first introduce our appearance feature extractor
GIModel for tracklets, and then present the tracklet association algorithm.
GIModel. We build our GIModel based on ResNet50-TP
[25] and improve it by adding part-level features and selfattention based temporal modeling [62]. Figure 3 shows the
framework of our GIModel. Taking consecutive N frames
of a tracklet clip as input, GIModel extracts frame-level features first and outputs the clip features by temporal modeling. Different from the baseline who only extracts spatial
global features (Figure 3 (a)), we add part-level features supervised by additional triplet loss [32] as shown in Figure 3
(b). This enables GIModel to focus on detailed features of
different parts of objects and be more robust to occlusion.
In inference, global and part features are directly concatenated. As for temporal modeling, instead of simply fusing
frame-level features by average pooling (Fig. 2 (c)), we implement inter-frame information interaction with a Transformer encoder layer [62] showed by Figure 3 (d) in order
to aggregate features of multi-frames and suppress noises
for one clip. Given N frames of clip j, the self-attention
based features {fˆjt }N
n=1 are obtained by a Transformer encoder layer:
  \{\bm {\hat f_j^t}\}_{n=1}^N = TEL(\{\bm {f_j^t}\}_{n=1}^N) \label {b} 

(3)

where fjt represents the raw frame-level features and
T EL(·) represents the Transformer encoder layer. Then the
3D feature f˜j for clip j is calculated by:
  \bm {\tilde f_j} = {1 \over N} \sum _{n=1}^N \bm {\hat f_j^n} \label {c} 

(4)

The feature bank for tracklet tli is the set of its clip features
F̃i = {f˜ji }M
j=1 .
To conclude, part features focus on detailed spatial information and self-attention based temporal modeling aggregates temporal context information more effectively. Experimental results (Table 2) show that our GIModel performs
better than baseline by a large margin.

Association. We calculate the matching cost matrix used
by Hungarian algorithm with appearance cost and spatiotemporal cost for tracklet association. Specifically, given tli
and tlj , their appearance cost is the smallest cosine distance
between their feature banks F̃i and F̃j :
  C_a(i,j) = min\{1-\bm {{\tilde f_i^n}^T} \bm {\tilde f_j^m} | \bm {\tilde f_i^n} \in \tilde F_i, \bm {\tilde f_j^m} \in \tilde F_j\} \label {d}  (5)
Additionally, the spatio-temporal distance costs Cs (i, j)
and Ct (i, j) measure the time interval and space distances
for two tracklets respectively. If the cost meets the threshold
constaint,
  C_a(i,j) < Th_a \ and \ C_t(i,j) < Th_t \ and \ C_s(i,j) < Th_s \label {e} 

(6)
then matching cost is calculated as follows:
  C(i,j) = \lambda _a C_a(i,j) + \lambda _t C_t(i,j) + \lambda _s C_s(i,j) \label {f} 

(7)

where T ha , T ht , T hs are the preset thresholds of appearance feature cost, time cost and space cost respectively, and
λa , λt , λs are weight coefficients. Cosine distance is an effective metric for measuring appearance features. Time interval and space distances of tracklets are directly used to
avoid errors in velocity estimation for object motion. In this
way, based on Hungarian algorithm, we associate the tracklets to form long trajectories well.
In this section, we introduce a tracklet association algorithm based on tracklets appearance features and spatiotemporal distances. Particularly, GIModel is proposed to
extract representative 3D features for tracklets, which is robust to detection noises and abrupt changes of object appearance. Next, we’ll present some post-processing methods to further improve tracking accuracy.

3.3. Post-processing
In this section, we explore four post-processing procedures to refine the trajectories, i.e., denoising, interpolation,
rescoring and fusion.
Denoising. There exist some duplicate detections which
would result in redundant trajectories. STGT [16] uses
detection-wise spatio-IoU based matching procedure to remove unmatched detection candidates. Instead, our denoising algorithm uses trajectory-wise temporal-IoU to implement SoftNMS [11] between trajectories.
Interpolation. Within one trajectory, missing detections
would also decrease tracking accuracy. As in TPM [51],
detections are interpolated linearly into gaps of the trajectory. Considering that larger gaps will bring more noises,
only missing frames less than 60 are filled in.
Rescoring. While evaluating, the average score is used to
measure the quality of trajectories. According to our observation, however, longer trajectories tend to be more accurate. Therefore, we use a length-dependent coefficient to
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rescore trajectories per frame. For trajectory i whose length
is li , the rescoring weight is calculated as:
  \omega _i = {{1 - e^{-l_i / \tau }} \over {1 + e^{-l_i / \tau }}} \label {g} 

(8)

Experimental results (Table 4) show that our TrackNMS
works well.

4. Experiment
4.1. Dataset and Metrics

where the temperature factor τ = 25. For frame j, its confidence sji is rescored as ŝji = ωi · sji . In this way, the
confidence of long trajectories is relatively increased while
decreased of short trajectories.
Fusion. Model fusion is a common strategy to improve
performance in some computer vision tasks, such as image
classification [19] and object detection [59]. To the best
of our knowledge, few works focus on fusion strategies for
MOT task. Inspired by the success of NMS-based model
fusion on object detection task, we propose TrackNMS to
fuse different tracking results. In short, TrackNMS is based
on the idea of SoftNMS [11] with two main differences:
1. IoU: SoftNMS uses spatio-IoU of detections to determine the degree of suppression. Instead, TrackNMS
uses temporal-IoU between trajectories.
2. Sort: Unlike SoftNMS who sorts detections by their
scores, TrackNMS applies the sum (instead of “mean”)
of trajectory frame-level scores as the sorting basis,
which means longer trajectories tend to have higher
priority.

The VisDrone MOT dataset consists of 96 sequences
(39,988 frames in total). Each frame is manually labeled
in high quality. Participants are asked to submit tracking results for 5 selected object classes in this challenge, including pedestrian, car, van, bus and truck. Unless otherwise
stated, we use both training and validation dataset for training and use test-dev for validation.
The VisDrone2021 MOT Challenge uses the protocol in
[4] to evaluate the tracking performance. Given tracking
results which consist of a list of detections with confidence
scores and corresponding identities, trajectories are sorted
according to the average confidence of their detections. A
trajectory is considered correct if the IoU overlap with the
ground truth trajectory is larger than a threshold. The final
ranking metric is calculated by averaging the mean average
precision (mAP) per object class over different thresholds.

4.2. Implementation details
Detection. We fine-tune the ResNet50-based [30] DetectoRS [53] detector on the VisDrone MOT train+val dataset,
which is pre-trained on MS COCO [43] dataset. To avoid
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Method

add

mAP

mAP-ped.

mAP-car

mAP-van

mAP-truck

mAP-bus

baseline [71]
+ORB
+EMA Bank
+NSA Kalman
+OSNet
+R2F-hard
+R2F-soft
+UKF

✓
✓
✓
✓
×
✓
✓

21.53
29.69
30.06
32.30
32.66
32.29
33.87
36.15

14.21
14.32
14.77
18.59
19.61
19.39
19.60
19.60

30.37
51.68
51.14
54.84
55.74
55.83
55.93
57.61

20.34
26.97
27.45
27.55
27.68
30.18
30.83
30.80

22.22
25.37
26.78
30.37
30.12
29.61
29.29
33.00

20.49
30.14
30.14
30.14
30.14
26.46
33.67
39.76

Table 1. Ablation studies of the online tracking stage. “✓” in the “add” line means the corresponding component is added to GIAOTracker.
“R2F-hard” means “Rough2Fine” using “hard-vote” strategy and “R2F-soft” uses “soft-vote” (best in bold).

Method

mAP-P

Rank1-P

mAP-V

Rank1-V

baseline [71]
+train
+sat
+part

52.1
76.4
80.3
81.3

75.5
89.7
91.8
92.2

65.4
80.7
83.8
85.1

90.1
94.0
95.9
95.8

Table 2. Effects of different strategies for GIModel, which use
ResNet50-TP [25] pretrained on ImageNet as baseline. “+train”
means training it on the VisDrone2021 dataset. “+sat” represents
implementing our self-attention based temporal modeling block.
“+part” means adding part-level features supervised by triplet loss
[32] (best in bold).

overfitting, 1 frame in every 5 frames is sampled while training. Training input scale is set to [1333, 800]. When testing,
SoftNMS [11] and multi-scale testing [(1333, 800), (2000,
1200)] are used. It achieves 56.9 AP50 on the test-dev
dataset, named DetV1. As the improvement, when training, we cut an image into 4 non-overlapping regions as input and use a larger input scale [1600, 1050]. When testing, we still use the entire image as input and change the
input scale to [(3000, 1969), (3200, 2100), (3400, 2231),
(3600, 2362), (3800, 2494), (4000, 2625)]. This improved
method achieves 59.4 AP50. Then we fuse it with DetV1
using SoftNMS, whose AP50 is 63.2 on test-dev, named
DetV2.
OSNet. For training and evaluating the OSNet, we create a ReID dataset based on VisDrone MOT dataset. The
frame sampling rate is 5 and the minimum height/width is
32. Any object with an occlusion ratio or truncation ratio
greater than 50% will be removed. The ratio of gallery to
probe is set to 7:1. We use the ImageNet [18] pre-trained
model and fine-tune it on our dataset. The input scale is set
to [128, 256] for vehicles (i.e., car, van, truck and bus) and
[256, 128] for pedestrian.
GIModel. Similar to the ReID dataset mentioned above,
we also create a VideoReID-like [41, 72, 80] dataset for GIModel. The main differences are the sampling rate is set
to 1 and the ratio of gallery to probe is set to 3:1. The in-

put size is set to [224, 224, 4] for vehicle tracklet clips and
[224, 112, 4] for pedestrian. ImageNet [18] pre-triained
model is also used. GIModel is evaluated by mAP and
Rank1, which are generally used in ReID and VideoReID
tasks [25, 61, 81].
Others. In EMA Bank, Lb = 100, α = 0.9 as in DeepSORT [71] and JDE [69]. In the global link stage, T ha =
0.4, T ht = 200, T hs = 150 and λa = 40, λt = 1, λs = 1.

4.3. Ablation
In this section, we describe the ablation results on VisDrone MOT test-dev dataset.
Online Tracking. In order to evaluate the effect of different components of our online tracking stage, we compare them with baseline [71] as shown in table 1. We have
the following four observations: 1) Images matching based
on ORB significantly improves the tracking performance
which compensates for the camera movements. 2) Both
stronger feature extractor OSNet and more robust feature
storage strategy EMA Bank benefit tracking results. 3) NSA
Kalman and UKF are far superior to linear Kalman filter
algorithm. 4) As for Rough2Fine strategy, “soft-vote” exceeds “hard-vote” by a large margin.
GIModel. Table 2 presents the effects of different strategies
evaluated on our VideoReID dataset for GIModel, which
takes ResNet50-TP [25] as baseline (“P” for people, “V”
for vehicle). Results show that both our self-attention based
temporal modeling block and part-level features supervised
by triplet loss [32] make GIModel perform better than baseline significantly.
Post-processing. We explore the influence of different
post-processing procedures in table 3. Denoising and interpolation brings 0.14 mAP and 0.23 mAP gains respectively.
We argue that interpolation is complementary to denoising, i.e., denoising removes redundant trajectories caused
by replicate detections and interpolation restores missing
detections. Furthermore, our rescoring method increases
tracking accuracy by 1.64 mAP, which indicates the quality of trajectories is strongly correlated to their length.
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Method

mAP

mAP-ped.

mAP-car

mAP-van

mAP-truck

mAP-bus

GIAOTracker-Global
+denoising
+interpolation
+rescoring

38.71
38.85
39.08
40.72

23.63
23.90
25.49
27.10

57.95
57.82
57.57
57.46

35.19
35.51
35.48
36.65

36.35
36.59
37.21
36.72

40.43
40.43
39.63
45.69

Table 3. The influence of different post-processing methods (best in bold).

Method

mAP

mAP-1

mAP-4

mAP-5

mAP-6

mAP-9

baseline [71]
GIAOTracker-Online
GIAOTracker-Global
GIAOTracker-Post
GIAOTracker-DetV2
GIAOTracker-Fusion

21.53
36.15
38.71
40.72
43.12
44.46

14.21
19.60
23.63
27.10
37.44
38.29

30.37
57.61
57.95
57.46
58.95
59.86

20.34
30.80
35.19
36.65
39.93
40.45

22.22
33.00
36.35
36.72
35.31
38.31

20.49
39.76
40.43
45.69
43.95
45.37

GIAOTracker*

82.97

77.69

79.72

71.15

73.33

91.67

Table 4. Overview of the results on test-dev dataset. ”*” means taking annotation detections as input (best in bold).

Method

mAP

4.4. Comparison to State-of-the-art

SOMOT
GIAOTracker (ours)
MMDS
Deep IoU Tracker
Yolo-Deepsort-VisDrone
CenterPointCF
MIYoT
DeepTAMA+Homography+Voting
HNet

58.61
54.18
52.68
48.54
46.70
44.03
39.35
39.25
24.71

Finally, we compare our GIAOTracker with state-of-theart results of the VisDrone2021 MOT Challenge. Table 5
lists the best 9 performing results and our GIAOTracker
ranks 2nd, which proves the effectiveness of our framework. Note that our detector is simply trained on VisDrone train+val dataset, whose performance is limited by
the amount of data and detection methods (the usage of extra data is allowed in the VisDrone2021 Challenge). As
mentioned in Sec 4.3, we argue that more accurate detection results would improve the performance significantly.

Table 5. Top 9 results of the VisDrone2021 MOT Challenge [5].

5. Conclusion

Overview. Table 4 presents the overview results on VisDrone MOT test-dev dataset, which includes 16 sequences.
Taking DetV1+DeepSORT as baseline, the second to fourth
rows respectively show the tracking performance after
adding three stages, i.e., online tracking, global link and
post-processing (excluding fusion). The fifth row is the results after replace DetV1 with DetV2, which has better detection performance (from 56.9 to 63.2 AP50). After fusing the tracking results on the fourth and fifth row by our
TrackNMS, we achieve 44.46 mAP (row 6). Moreover, the
last row shows the tracking performance by taking annotation detections as input of GIAOTracker, which improves
by 92% compared to our best single model results on testdev dataset. It proves the effectiveness and potential of our
GIAOTracker, whose tracking quality is greatly limited by
detection accuracy.

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive framework for
multi-class multi-object tracking in drone videos. Inspired
by the hierarchical data association strategy, it consists of
three stages, i.e., online tracking, global link and postprocessing. The online tracking generates reliable tracklets with information including camera movements, object
appearance and object motion, then they are associated
into trajectories according to tracklet features and spatiotemporal distances in the global link stage. The final postprocessing stage refines the tracking results through four
methods. Our GIAOTracker achieves the state-of-the-art results on the VisDrone MOT dataset and ranks 2nd in the
VisDrone2021 MOT Challenge.
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